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Ecological networks are complexes of interacting species, but not all potential links among species are rea-

lized. Unobserved links are either missing or forbidden. Missing links exist, but require more sampling or

alternative ways of detection to be verified. Forbidden links remain unobservable, irrespective of sampling

effort. They are caused by linkage constraints. We studied one Arctic pollination network and two Mediter-

ranean seed-dispersal networks. In the first, for example, we recorded flower-visit links for one full season,

arranged data in an interaction matrix and got a connectance C of 15 per cent. Interaction accumulation

curves documented our sampling of interactions through observation of visits to be robust. Then, we

included data on pollen from the body surface of flower visitors as an additional link ‘currency’. This

resulted in 98 new links, missing from the visitation data. Thus, the combined visit–pollen matrix got an

increased C of 20 per cent. For the three networks, C ranged from 20 to 52 per cent, and thus the percen-

tage of unobserved links (100 2 C) was 48 to 80 per cent; these were assumed forbidden because of linkage

constraints and not missing because of under-sampling. Phenological uncoupling (i.e. non-overlapping phe-

nophases between interacting mutualists) is one kind of constraint, and it explained 22 to 28 per cent of all

possible, but unobserved links. Increasing phenophase overlap between species increased link probability,

but extensive overlaps were required to achieve a high probability. Other kinds of constraint, such as size

mismatch and accessibility limitations, are briefly addressed.

Keywords: Arctic; climate; Mediterranean shrubland; mismatch; pollination;

seed dispersal
1. INTRODUCTION
A fundamental scientific paradigm is to observe natural

phenomena and attempt to interpret them. Here we take

a different approach by focusing upon what we do not

see in nature and try to explain why. We begin by taking

a stroll in nature with all its flowering plants and animals,

of which some are observed to visit flowers for nectar

and alongside service as pollinators, and others eat fruit

and act as seed dispersers. However, not all animal visitors

make links to all plant species. Some links are present (i.e.

they are observed by us) whereas others remain unob-

served. Species and their links form extensive networks

[1]—for example, mutualistic networks between plants

and their pollinators or seed dispersers—and such visual-

izations of nature’s complexity reveal that, by far, most

potential links in nature remain unobserved.

The process of sampling interactions is cumulative:

observation time and/or samples (e.g. visits, pollen

loads, faecal samples) are accumulated, and interactions

are recorded. Unobserved links may be either missing

from the sampling or forbidden (electronic supplemen-

tary material, S1). Sooner or later, missing links will be

noted if sampling effort is extended, although some may
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be very rare. Thus, monitoring links is analogous to

any biodiversity sampling (i.e. species inventory [2])

and is subject to similar methodological shortcomings,

especially sampling species and links of low abundance.

Forbidden links, on the other hand, will not be observed,

irrespective of abundance and sampling effort [3]—that

is, some pairwise interactions do not occur in nature

because of linkage constraints. However, if a forbidden

link (e.g. in a mutualistic network) in fact is observed,

one of the interacting mutualists behaves as a cheater,

such as when a short-tongued bee robs a long corolla-

tubed plant for nectar [4], or when a gape-limited

frugivore pecks the pulp of large fruits and drop the

seeds of fruit it cannot handle and ingest [5]. Linkage

constraints may be spatio-temporal uncoupling, size

or reward mismatching, foraging constraints, physiologi-

cal–biochemical constraints, etc. [6–13]. Spatio-

temporal uncoupling means that species do not co-occur

in space or time. Temporal uncoupling, for example,

takes place when phenophases of potentially interacting

species do not overlap. Thus, spatio-temporal uncoupling

precedes other constraints and prevents their expression.

The original match/mismatch hypothesis, coined by

Cushing [14], focused upon temporal uncoupling of

plankton blooms as a function of climate, but the idea

has deeper roots in ecology [15] and outside biology as

well (e.g. [16]). Size mismatching explains many forbid-

den links (e.g. in plant–hummingbird networks [9,17],
This journal is q 2010 The Royal Society
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plant–insect networks [12,18] and plant–frugivore inter-

actions [2]). Foraging constraints are determined by rates

of search and handling of, for example, fruits [19], and bio-

chemical constraints are operating if a frugivore is unable to

process secondary compounds in fruit pulp. Even a mul-

tiple-trait or multiple-constraint model may be needed to

make solid predictions about link patterns in real-world

networks [20]. However, Kallimanis et al. [21] have also

suggested a neutral model based on variation in species

phenophase and abundance. They showed how, through

a purely stochastic process, it captured the topological

features of a large real pollination network.

As link biologists and networkers, our overall goal is

to reduce the number of missing links in our interaction

inventories and explain the forbidden ones. In this

study, (i) we estimated the numbers of observed and

forbidden links in three mutualistic networks (and we

discuss their potential causes); (ii) we explained to what

extent forbidden links remained unobserved owing to

phenological uncoupling; and (iii) we explored the effect

of phenological overlap on linkage probability.
2. MATERIAL AND METHODS
(a) Study networks, sites and periods

We used data from one pollination/flower-visitation network

and two seed-dispersal/frugivory networks [2,11]. Flower

visitors and frugivores were defined as pollinators and seed

dispersers, respectively. The networks included all observed

species and their interactions within the study areas.

Number of missing links was reduced by (i) extending

sampling time to a full season and (ii) using both a phyto-

centric and a zoo-centric approach to monitor links, i.e.

flower-/fruit-visit data and data on pollen on the body surface

of flower visitors and seeds in faeces of frugivores, respect-

ively ([22]; the ‘smoking gun’ method sensu [23]). As in

any biodiversity monitoring, accounting for sampling effects

when monitoring interactions has long been recognized as a

fundamental aspect [6], and this two-sided approach was

recommended by Blüthgen [24]; also see [22,25] to reduce

effects of observation bias.

(i) Pollination network

The study site was a 0.5 � 0.5 km area of heathland, river banks

and snow beds near the Zackenberg Research Station, north-

east Greenland. An area of that size was needed to cover most

of the different habitats, including late-melting snow beds.

The study period included a full season from June to August

1996 (i.e. from when the last snow melted and till the first

snow fell [11]). The study was repeated in 1997. In general,

we suggest that constraints are studied within ‘the lifespan of

a network’. Every new season should be one study entity,

because constraints are not just site-specific but also time-

specific. This is easy to do at high latitudes where the season

is distinct, but difficult or even impossible at lower latitudes.

(ii) Seed-dispersal networks

The first study site, Hato Ratón (HR), in the lowlands near

Seville (southwest Spain), was tall scrubland of sclerophylous

shrubs and treelets (32 m a.s.l.) extending over 130 ha

[2,26]. In our construction of the seed-dispersal networks,

we had to pool the data over several years. The study

period at HR lasted from December 1980 to March 1983.

The second site, Nava de las Correhuelas (NC), Sierra de
Proc. R. Soc. B (2011)
Cazorla, Jaén (southeast Spain), was montane pine forest

and rocky slopes with deciduous species [27]. The study

period lasted from April 1988 to March 2004.

(b) Link monitoring

(i) Pollination network

We used two kinds of link ‘currency’: a visit link was recorded

whenever a pollinator species was observed to visit the flow-

ers of a plant species, and a pollen link was recorded if pollen

grains of a plant species were found on the body surface of

a pollinator species. An increase in the use of one of the

currencies is expected to reduce the effect of the use of the

other. However, using two kinds of currency may be a

methodological shortcut to detect more missing links with

less effort. Observations of pollinator visitation were made

at all flowering plant species (24 or fewer simultaneously

flowering species) on all sunny and calm days from 09.00

to 17.00 h. Each daily observation census at a plant species

lasted 20 min at each of two individuals. Thus, observation

time per plant species was independent of plant species

abundance (but not of phenophase length) and our

sampling-accumulation analysis showed that links were

sampled sufficiently (electronic supplementary material, S2).

Whenever possible, flower-visiting insects were caught and

stored individually in 70 per cent alcohol for later examin-

ation of their body-surface pollen load. In total, 1245

individuals (or 21 per cent of all visitors) were sampled,

including representatives of all species. Since pollen grains

may stay on the body of an insect for days, pollen gives

more robust, cumulative link evidence and also detects inter-

actions between rare species [22]. Consequently, we may find

pollen from a plant species on an insect species on a day

when their phenophases do not overlap. Our dataset had a

few examples of that. Insects may also collect pollen from

individual plants still in flower, but growing outside the

study area. The same argument runs for the dispersal net-

works. Analysis of body-surface pollen load followed a

protocol from Olesen & Warncke [28]. Pollen data are not

corrected for variation in species abundance.

(ii) Seed-dispersal networks

Here, we only used one link currency at each study site. At NC,

we used focal plant observations (data on handling fruit,

seeds or remains of pulp; 8378 feeding records; 50–100 h of

observation per plant species; i.e. a phyto-centric approach),

and at HR we used analysis of frugivore diets (faeces from

birds captured in mist nets; 3504 samples; i.e. a zoo-centric

approach). This latter approach does not correct for variation

in species abundance. A visit link was recorded during

transect censuses throughout the study area at NC, whenever

a frugivore species was observed to visit a plant species

and pick a fruit. Observation time spent per species varied

[27]. Fruit-pulp remains links were recorded from faecal

samples obtained from mist-netted birds or directly sampled

in the field at HR. Faeces were stored dry and later examined

for seed and fruit-exocarp tissue, which has characteristic cell

shapes, etc. This procedure made it possible to identify these

plant parts to species [26]. Relying only on identification of

seeds tends to severely underestimate number of species con-

sumed, since seeds, compared with exocarps, typically have a

shorter gut retention time and/or are more quickly regurgi-

tated. Finally, this was complemented with field sampling

of faeces of carnivorous mammals and bird species rarely

captured in mist nets, e.g. Cyanopica cyanus, Sturnus unicolor

http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/


Table 1. Mutualistic networks. A, number of animal species; P, number of plant species; I, number of links; C ¼ 100 I/(AP),

connectance; F, number of forbidden links; and M, number of missing links.

pollination network (1996)

observed links

A P I C(%)

(1) visit links 61 31 286 15.1
unobserved links as % of AP

(2) missing links M sampled as pollen-load data 98 5.2
(3) total observed links ¼ (1) þ (2) 384 20.3

(4) forbidden links F ¼ AP 2 (3) ¼ (5) þ (6) 1507 79.7
(5) owing to phenological uncoupling 530 28.0
(6) owing to other constraints 977 51.7

observed links

seed-dispersal networks (pooled for all study years) A P I C(%)

(1) observed links
HR 17 16 141 51.8

NC without mammals 22 25 131 23.8
NC with mammals 25 25 156 25.0

unobserved links as % of AP
(2) forbidden links F ¼ AP 2 (1) ¼ (3) þ (4)

HR 131 48.2

NC without mammals 419 76.2
NC with mammals 469 75.0

(3) owing to phenological uncoupling
HR 68 25.0
NC without mammals 135 24.5

NC with mammals 135 21.6
(4) owing to other constraints

HR 63 23.2
NC without mammals 284 51.7

NC with mammals 334 53.4

Forbidden links J. M. Olesen et al. 727
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and S. vulgaris. In our analysis of linkage constraints, we also

used foraging and morphological data about birds and fruit

extracted from [2,29].

(c) Recording of phenophases

(i) Pollination network

Flowering phenophase of a plant species spans the time from

when the first individual of the species at the study site

initiates flowering until the last individual has ceased to

flower. Thus, pollen load data were not used in our estimation

of phenophase length. Likewise, phenophase of a pollinator

species spans the time from when the first individual is

observed to visit a flower until the last individual is seen in a

flower. This latter definition must give a minimum estimate

of phenophase, since insects most probably were active some

days before and after the recorded phenophase. However,

during these days, the species must have a very low abundance

and their linkage probability was assumed negligible. Our defi-

nition of phenophase is populational, in contrast to individual

phenophase, which we do not have any data about. We expect

species abundance and populational phenophase to be posi-

tively correlated [11]. A phenophase may be as brief as 1

day (if, for example, a species mainly lives outside the study

area and one of its individuals only enters the area once).

(ii) Seed-dispersal networks

Fruiting phenophases were recorded from marked plants along

transects (see [26] and references therein; [30]) and checked

periodically (weekly or biweekly censuses) for the presence of

ripe fruits. A fruiting phenophase of a plant species spans
Proc. R. Soc. B (2011)
from the recording of the first ripe fruit until no fresh ripe

fruits are present on any plants. Phenophases of frugivores

were estimated from weekly or biweekly direct censuses along

line transects and independent of the censuses for feeding

records. At HR, we ran weekly mist netting [31] and estimated

frugivore phenophases from these data combined with results

of direct censuses during line-transect counts.
3. RESULTS
(a) Observed and missing links

(i) Pollination network

A flower-visitation matrix was constructed, depicting all

links observed during the entire season between all polli-

nator and plant species (electronic supplementary

material, S3). A total of A ¼ 61 insect species were

observed to visit flowers of P ¼ 31 plant species.

Number of species links was I ¼ 286, and matrix connec-

tance C ¼ 100 I/(AP) ¼ 15 per cent (table 1). Thus, the

number of unobserved links became AP 2 I ¼ 1605 and

their percentage was 100 – C ¼ 85 per cent. Since we

only made pollinator observations at each plant species

for 40 min daily, observation time might be insufficient.

However, a sampling-accumulation analysis of visitation

data showed that we had robustly estimated the number

of actual interactions occurring, and that sampling was

sufficient to estimate the interaction matrix (electronic

supplementary material, S2).

Still, some links, which could not be detected by our

visit-observation protocol, might be missing. These

http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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for classification see ESM 1

— owing to phenological uncoupling
— owing to other constraints = (a) + (b) + (c) 

I

131 forbidden links F
68
63

8 A (a) accessibility constraints
30 S (b) size constraints
25 (c) unknown

272 total potential links AP

no. links and cell colour code

Figure 1. On of the three studied interaction matrices: the seed-dispersal matrix from HR, showing all observed links (black
cells) and all species combinations, which are phenologically uncoupled (grey cells). The link pattern is nested with seed dis-
persers listed in rows from top to bottom according to descending linkage level L, i.e. number of links per species; and plants
are listed in columns from left to right also according to descending L. Cells with ‘S’ and ‘A’ indicate forbidden links owing to
size mismatches and accessibility limitations, respectively. Given the robust sampling of these interaction matrices (electronic

supplementary material, S2), blank cells indicate unobserved links attributable to other types of (unknown) constraints.
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might be detected by extending the observation time or by

using other sources of information, such as data on pollen

load on the surface of pollinators. We used the latter

approach and identified pollen grains on sampled insect

specimens to species. These data were pooled for the

entire season. This pollen matrix included 48 pollen-

carrying insect species, 29 plant species and 232 links,

of which 98 were new (i.e. not seen in the visitation

matrix; table 1). Thus, these M ¼ 98 links were real and

were missing from the visitation network. If we had

extended our observation time, we would most certainly

have observed some of these links. Number of links in

the combined visitation–pollen matrix now added up to

384 links and C increased to 20 per cent (table 1). The

overlap between visit and pollen links was only 35 per

cent (¼134/(98 þ 286)), confirming the value of using

more than one kind of link currency. In spite of this

additional sampling effort, 1507 (¼61 � 31 2(98þ 286))

or 80 per cent of all potential links remained unobserved.

Most of these unobserved links might be attributable

to biological causes (forbidden links F, in our

definition; electronic supplementary material, S1) and
Proc. R. Soc. B (2011)
not to sampling limitation. In the following year, we

repeated the study and got essentially the same results

(A ¼ 64, P ¼ 31, I ¼ 268 visit links, M ¼ 104 (i.e.

additional pollen links), F ¼ 1612).

(ii) Seed-dispersal networks

We constructed seed-dispersal/frugivory interaction

matrices for the two sites (figure 1 and electronic sup-

plementary material, S4). Seventeen and 22–25

frugivorous birds (+ three mammals) consumed fruit

from 16 and 25 plant species, I was 141 and 131–156,

and C was 52 per cent and 24 to 25 per cent at HR and

NC, respectively (pooled data for all years; table 1). A

sample-accumulation analysis of the interaction records

showed that we had robustly estimated the number of

actual interactions occurring and the interaction matrix

(electronic supplementary material, S2).

(b) Forbidden links

(i) Pollination network

A total of 1507 or 80 per cent of all possible links (i.e. of

AP) in the combined visit–pollen matrix remained

http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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unobserved. The fact that the cumulative sampling analy-

sis revealed a robust characterization of the existing

interactions (electronic supplementary material, S2)

suggested that these links could be regarded as forbidden

(table 1 and electronic supplementary material, S3).

Reasons for forbidden links are various constraints in

action, especially phenological uncoupling. That alone

explained 530 or 28 per cent of all possible links

(table 1). Most phenological uncoupling took place in

the lower right corner of the interaction matrix (i.e. in

the link space between short-phenophase specialists;

electronic supplementary material, S3). However, half

of all unobserved links (80 2 28% ¼ 52%) were forbid-

den because of constraints other than phenological

uncoupling.

Here, we treated linkage constraints as all-or-none

phenomena. However, linkage was probably most often

partially constrained. This was certainly the case for

phenological uncoupling. We calculated the number of

overlapping days between the phenophases of any

species pair of plant and pollinator within the study

season and related this to the number of times a link

was noted (i.e. we got an estimate of the link probability

plink for a given overlap; figure 2). Increased phenological

overlap between two species increased plink. Thus, links

remained unobserved because of too weak a coupling

or overlap of phenophases (e.g. 18 per cent of all species

pairs had only a phenological overlap of 1 day and 43

per cent an overlap of 5 days or less). Extensive overlaps

were needed to get high probabilities (e.g. plink � 0.5

required an overlap of at least 27 and 11 days based

on visit and visit–pollen data, respectively). Thus,

especially the use of both visits and pollen as link

currency increased plink considerably.
Proc. R. Soc. B (2011)
(ii) Seed-dispersal networks

Out of all possible links, 131 (48%, HR) and 419–469

(75–76%, NC) remained unobserved and were regarded

as forbidden (table 1, figure 1 and electronic supplemen-

tary material, S4), given the robust estimation of

interactions occurring in these communities (electronic

supplementary material, S2). Phenological uncoupling

explained 68 (25%, HR) and 135 (22–25%, NC) of all

unobserved links. However, 23 per cent at HR and as

much as 52–53% at NC were forbidden because of

constraints other than complete phenological uncoupling.

Thirty (HR) and 37 (NC) unobserved links were

forbidden because of size mismatch between gape width

and fruit diameter. Eight (HR) and 44–56 (NC) unob-

served links were assumed forbidden because of

accessibility limitations to the frugivores. The latter high

figure at NC was due to the large-bodied Columba

palumbus and Corvus corone, and the three mammals.

They had problems in getting access to the fruit of

plant species whose infructescence structure requires

perching on thin branches for successful fruit handling

(electronic supplementary material, S4).

In the seed-dispersal networks, increased phenologi-

cal overlap between two species also increased the

chance plink of observing a link (electronic supplemen-

tary material, S5). However, extensive overlaps were

needed to get a high plink (e.g. plink � 0.5 required an

overlap of at least eight (HR) and 40 weeks (NC)).

That we did observe phenological uncoupling in these

seed-dispersal networks of ‘perennial’ species (birds,

mammals) at all was because several bird species were

migrants. The mammals in the network (Vulpes vulpes,

Martes foina and Meles meles), however, were resident

all year round.
4. DISCUSSION
(a) Studies of missing links

Often, adjacency or presence/absence matrices are used to

describe complex ecological networks, and frequently

they turn out to be sparse in links. Given robust sampling,

a large fraction of unobserved links is forbidden [3],

which is best explained by linkage constraints that limit

their occurrence. Two elements of inference are required

in the analysis of unobserved interactions in plant–animal

networks: first, an analysis of sampling robustness (i.e. to

detect links between species of a low encounter rate); and

second, natural history information on the participant

species, which allows us to estimate the strength of link-

age constraints. We predict that large fractions of

unobserved links in ecological networks are, in fact, struc-

tural zeros, representing linkage constraints. An analysis

of both expected and unexpected observed and unob-

served links can therefore shed light on the evolution of

complex networks.

(b) Observed and missing links in mutualistic

networks

Our analysis of missing links followed procedures

analogous to species-diversity sampling [32], using inter-

action accumulation curves ([2]; see also [25]). More

sampling reduced the proportion of missing links. This

is achieved by sampling full seasons, which reduced the

proportion of missing links considerably (electronic

http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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supplementary material, S2). In addition, the use of

an extra link currency (e.g. pollen) detected new links

(C increased from 15 to 20%). Pollen data have

previously been used in the construction of pollination

networks. For Bosch et al. [22], pooling visit and pollen

data increased C from 15 to 22 per cent, a result almost

identical to ours. No additional link currencies exist for

the HR and NC datasets or for any other plant–frugivore

networks, but similar patterns can be expected. For

instance, using focal observations to document infrequent

visitation by rare frugivore species to rare fruiting plant

species, or fruit-use interactions that naturally occur

with extremely low frequency (e.g. involving toxic fruits)

could be complemented with indirect sampling methods

(e.g. camera traps or analyses of faecal samples). These

additional links detected through pollen load and faecal

analysis might be detected through observation alone,

but this would require a larger study area and more

field assistance.

Links between super-rare species in a network may be

extremely difficult to detect because of their low species-

encounter rate in the field. According to our classification

(electronic supplementary material, S1), these links are

missing. However, MacArthur [33] regarded very low

abundance as a linkage constraint in itself because of

the low chances of encounter. We may take this a step

further. First, constraints are operating at the level of

both individual and population. Two individuals cannot

interact if constrained by one or more traits (e.g. a too-

long corolla tube and a too-short tongue). A constraint

is in full action between a plant population and a butterfly

population if the range of the floral corolla tube length is

completely above the range of the tongue length of the

butterfly. The range of these traits is dependent upon

species abundance: if species abundance decreases, the

range of the trait becomes narrower. An extinction

vortex may even run, when a species becomes rarer,

gets a narrower range of its constraining traits, becomes

more uncoupled to its mutualists, gets lower fitness,

becomes even rarer, etc.
(c) Forbidden links

Forbidden links remain unobserved irrespective of

sampling effort (i.e. they are a fact in natural commu-

nities). The cause is a battery of constraints, and a

quantitatively important one is phenological uncoupling

(e.g. [6,34]). In the mutualistic networks, 48 to 76 per

cent of all links were forbidden and 22 to 25 per cent

were so because of phenological uncoupling.

Temporal ecology has a long history. Elton [15]

devoted a chapter in his Animal ecology to ‘Time and

animal communities’. He wrote: ‘Many of the animals

in a community never meet owing to the fact that they

become active at different times’ (p. 83); that is, they

are phenologically uncoupled. Today, phenological

uncoupling is receiving much attention in relation to

global climate change (e.g. [35–40]). Species respond

differently in their onset and length of phenophase to cli-

matic change [36,41]. Phenophase displacement among

species may result in profound network changes. Thus,

phenophase data will become baseline information, valu-

able to future studies estimating climate-driven changes

on network structure, especially in the Arctic, where
Proc. R. Soc. B (2011)
climate changes are most profound (e.g. [42]). However,

the importance of phenological uncoupling varies with

the length of season and latitude. The percentage of

unobserved links explained by phenological uncoupling

may range from 28 per cent in our Greenland pollination

network to almost nil in networks where one or both of

the interacting communities are perennial, such as in tro-

pical domatia ant–plant networks [43], where mutualists

are intimately linked to each other for extended periods.

Phenological uncoupling can be important in habitats

where organisms intrinsically have short phenophases,

such as oligolectic bees with short flying periods,

long-distance migratory frugivorous birds with short

stop-over periods, etc.

Other constraints relate to reward, size and mor-

phology; for example, butterflies paying no visits to

nectarless ‘pollen flowers’, such as those of Papaver radi-

catum, or Diptera and small Hymenoptera unable to

gain access to closed flowers, such as those of Pedicularis

[11]. In our pollination network, only 3 per cent of all

potential links may be forbidden because of these con-

straints (unpublished data), but as many as 14 to 15 per

cent of all potential links in the seed-dispersal networks

were due to size and accessibility constraints. Size con-

straints are also important in Mediterranean pollination

networks [12]. However, we want to underline that a con-

straint is a property of the link, not of the involved species.

A link may be constrained in one season, but not in the

next; for example, the midge Limnophyes sp. was phenolo-

gically uncoupled with the plant Stellaria longipes in our

study year, but in the subsequent year they were linked,

or constrained, at HR but not at NC (e.g. between the

bird Erithacus rubecula and the fruit tree Crataegus mono-

gyna; figure 1 and electronic supplementary material, S4).

Phenological uncoupling is, like most constraints, not

an all-or-none effect. We demonstrated that many unob-

served links in the pollination network might be

explained by a too-narrow phenological overlap between

species (43% of all possible links had only an overlap of

5 days or less), resulting in low probabilities of inter-

specific encounter. Substantially larger overlaps were

needed to make links more likely, although this might

be due to other linkage constraints acting in concert

with phenological uncoupling. Links may be weakly con-

strained either because of a weak expression (e.g. low

concentration of toxins in a fruit) or because only parts

of the interacting populations interact because of a partial

range overlap of constraining traits; for example, a weak

interaction between the most long-tongued individuals

of a hawkmoth and orchid individuals with the shortest

floral spur (e.g. [7]).

In the pollination network, linkage level and abundance

are correlated [11]. Thus, common and generalist species

seem to interact unconstrained; rare and specialized species

are, first and foremost, constrained in their linkage by phe-

nological uncoupling and low encounter rate; whereas

species of intermediate abundance, phenophase and link-

age level seem primarily to be limited by other linkage

constraints (electronic supplementary material, S3). The

situation with the plant–frugivore networks is analogous

[6], with linkage level and local abundance (determined

independently from the actual interaction frequency)

being at least marginally correlated (P. Jordano 1980–

2004, unpublished data).

http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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Unobserved links are a characteristic feature of all eco-

logical networks. Some remain unobserved because of

insufficient sampling, whereas others are forbidden and

are unobserved because of constraints. The latter fraction

needs natural history details to explain their absence.

Focusing just on the realized interactions and treating

unobserved interactions as the expected unique result of

sampling bias misses important components needed in

our understanding of how mutualisms coevolve within

complex networks of interdependence among species.
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ESM 1.

Link typology. All variables are functions of observation time (sampling effort). As natural 

scientists, our ultimate goal is to eliminate M from the equation F = AP - I - M, which 

probably is not feasible given logistic sampling limitations. When we, during our study, 

estimate M to be negligible (see ESM 2), we cease observing and estimate I and F. 

Link type Formulation Definition

Potential links AP Size of network matrix, i.e. maximum number 

of potentially observable interactions; A and P, 

numbers of interacting animal and plant 

species, respectively.
Observed links I Total number of observed links in the network 

given a sufficiently strong sampling effort.
Unobserved links AP - I Number of zeroes in network matrix.

Missing links M Number of links, which do exist in nature but 

need more sampling effort and/or additional 

sampling methods to be observed.
Forbidden links F = AP - I - M Number of links, which remain unobserved 

because of linkage constraints, irrespectively of 

a sufficiently strong sampling effort.
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ESM 2

Sampling accumulation analysis.

We used species accumulation curves (SAC) to assess the robustness of interaction sampling for the 

studied plant-animal network datasets. We used a random accumulator function (library vegan in 

the R Package; R Development Core Team 2009), which finds the mean SAC and its standard 

deviation from random permutations of the data, or sub-sampling without replacement (Gotelli & 

Colwell 2001). We started with a vectorized interaction matrix (Jordano et al. 2009) representing 

the pairwise interactions (rows) recorded during a cumulative number of censuses or sampling 

periods (columns), in a way analogous to a biodiversity sampling matrix with species as rows and 

sampling units (e.g. quadrates) as columns. This procedure plots the accumulation curve for the 

expected number of pairwise interactions recorded with increasing sampling effort.

Pollination network. 2nd year as an example. 1st year gave a similar result.
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Seed-dispersal networks. 
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Gotelli, N. & Colwell, R. K. 2001 Quantifying biodiversity: procedures and pitfalls in the 

measurement and comparison of species richness. Ecology Letters 4, 379-391.
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ESM 3
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Limnophyes 
brachytomus
Nysius groenlandicus
Paraphaenocladius sp.
Pseudosmittia sp.
Clossiana chariclea
Limnophyes sp.
Spilogona dorsata
Aedes nigripes
Bradysia spp.
Spilogona denudata
Spilogona extensa
Spilogona sanctipauli
Platycheirus lundbecki
Rhamphomyia nigrita
Spilogona micans
Stenomacrus sp. A
Drymeia segnis
Smittia spp. 
Spilogona almqvistii
Aedes impiger
Limnophora sinuata
Rhamphomyia filicauda
Chironomidae sp.
Colias hecla
Culicoides sp.
Rheocricotopus sp.
Scatophaga furcata
Brachypogon sp.
Cryptinae sp.
Peleteria aenea
Phaonia bidentata
Scatopsciara sp.
Bombus spp.
Lasiopiophila pilosa
Orthocladius sp.
Parasyrphus tarsatus
Phytomyza fuscula
Protophormia 
Spilogona tornensis
Stenomacrus sp. B
Aphidius? sp. 
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Chironomus sp.
Cricotopus sp.
Diplazontinae sp.
Drymeia groenlandica
Eulophidae sp.
Eupeodes curtus
Gonarcticus arcticus
Lophosceles minimus
Megaselia sp.
Megaspilidae sp.
Microgasterinae sp.
Neoleria prominens
Olethreutes inquitana
Platycheirus carinatus
Plebeius glandon
Spilogona melanosoma
Spilogona obsoleta
Spilogona tundrae
Stenomacrus sp. C
Sympistis lapponica

For classification see ESM 1
286 (1) Visit links I in pollination network

98 (2) Missing links M sampled as pollen–load data
1507 (4) Forbidden links F
530 (5) – due to phenological uncoupling
977 (6) – due to other constraints

1891 Potential links AP = (1) + (2) + (4)

Pollination interaction matrix for 1996 showing all observed links (black cells are visit links and green 
cells are pollen–load links and all species combinations which are phenologically uncoupled (red 
cells). The link pattern is nested with pollinators listed in rows from top to bottom according to 
descending linkage level L, i.e. number of visit links per species; and plants are listed in columns from 
left to right also according to descending L. The pattern of phenological uncoupling is also nested but 
species are not sorted according to their level of phenological uncoupling.Given the robust sampling 
of these interaction matrices (ESM 2), blank cells indicate unobserved links attributable to other types 
of constraints.

No. links and cell colour code

In our analysis, we are not re-sampling individuals, but interactions, so we made interaction-based 
accumulation curves. If an interaction-based curve points towards a robust sampling, it does mean that 
no new interactions are likely to be recorded, irrespectively of the species, as it is a whole-network 
sampling approach (N. Gotelli, pers. com.). 
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Turdus merula A A A A

Turdus viscivorus A A A A A

Erithacus rubecula S S S A

Turdus iliacus
Turdus torquatus
Phoenicurus ochruros S S S S S A A

Fringilla coelebs S S S S S

Parus ater S S S S

Sylvia atricapilla S S S

Coccothraustes c.
Columba palumbus A A A A A A A A A A

Corvus corone A A A A A A A A A A

Parus major S S S S

Turdus pilaris
Garrulus glandarius A A A A A A

Parus caeruleus S S S

S A

Serinus citrinella S S S

Serinus serinus S

Sylvia borin
Sylvia cantillans A A A A A

Sylvia melanocephala S S S S S

MAMMALS
Vulpes vulpes A A A A

Martes foina A A A A

Meles meles A A A A

For classification see ESM 1.

156
469
135 (3) – due to phenological uncoupliing
334 (4) – due to other constraints = (a) + (b) + (c)

56 A (a) Accessibility constraints
37 S (b) Size constraints

241 (c) Unknown
625

Seed–dispersal 
network Nava de las 
Correhuelas

Phoenicurus 
phoenicurus

No. links and cell colour 
code

(1) Observed links I in seed–dispersal network (incl.  mammals)
(2) Forbidden links F = (3) + (4)

Potential links AP = (1)  + (2)
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Information on accessibility and size constraints originates from:

Seed-dispersal interaction matrix for all study years pooled  showing all observed links (black cells are visit links) 
in our study networks and all species combinations which are phenologically uncoupled (red cells). The link 
pattern is nested with seed dispersers listed in rows from top to bottom according to descending linkage level L, 
i.e. number of visit links per species; and plants are listed in columns from left to right also according to 
descending L. The pattern of phenological uncoupling is also nested but species are not sorted according to their 
level of phenological uncoupling.  The matrix also includes other constraints such as size mismatches (S) and 
accessibility limitations (A). Given the robust sampling of these interaction matrices (ESM 2), blank cells indicate 
unobserved links attributable to other types of (unknown) constraints. For this network from Nava de las 
Corruhuelas (NC) and the seed-dispersal network from Hato Ratón (HR), these interaction matrices represent 
cumulative samples of interactions pooled over years. As with the pollination dataset, most unobserved links at 
these two sites were attributable to biological causes (forbidden links) and not to sampling limitation. For the HR 
site, data for the two consecutive study seasons were pooled, as there were no differences in number of species 
involved or links recorded. For the NC site we sampled during several years, with no analysis available for each 
year separately due to lack of data for some species in some years. The summary statistics below the matrix 
includes the mammals. These three species were present in the area all year round.

Jordano, P. 1985. El ciclo anual de los paseriforms frug´vores en el matorral mediterráneo del sur de España: 
importencia de su invernada y variaciones interanuales. Ardeola 32: 69-94.

Jordano, P., Vázquez, D. & Bascompte, J. 2009. Redes complejas de interacciones planta-animal. In Medel, R., 
Aizen, M. & Dirzo, R. (eds.), Interacciones planta-animal y la conservación de la biodiversidad. Pp. 17-41. 
Santiago de Chile: Editorial Universitaria. 
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Increase in probability P of observing a link with increasing phenophase overlap between a 

species pair in the two seed-dispersal networks. Phenophases are means over study years. P is 

the fraction of species pairs with similar overlap in which a link is observed. Curves represent 

logistic regression models. Hato Ratón (HR) data (y = exp(-0.695+0.094x)/(1+ exp
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(-0.695+0.094x)), AIC = 77.6***; Nava de las Correhuelas (NC) data (y = exp

(-1.844+0.037x)/(1+ exp(-1.844+0.037x)), AIC = 157***.

Relationship between species linkage level L and phenophase length in days for 

pollination network and weeks for seed-dispersal networks.

Pollination network: Species linkage level L was strongly correlated to phenophase length 

(plants: ln L = 0.51 ln(phenophase length) + 0.72, R2 = 0.58, F1,29 = 43.3***; pollinators: ln L 

= 0.61 ln(phenophase length) - 0.0025, R2 = 0.83, F1,59 = 288***). Thus generalist species 

(defined as high L-species) had a long phenophase, whereas specialists, i.e. low L-species, had 

a short phenophase.

Seed-dispersal networks: Species linkage level L was only significantly correlated to 

phenophase length at NC (HR-plants: ln L = 0.16 ln(phenophase length) + 1.66, R2 = 0.03, 

F1,14 = 0.31ns; HR-seed dispersers: ln L = 0.13 ln(phenophase length) + 1.62, R2 = 0.03, F1,14 

= 0.39ns; NC-plants: ln L = 0.49 ln(phenophase length) + 0.27, R2 = 0.15, F1,23 = 5.12*; NC- 

seed dispersers: ln L = 0.56 ln(phenophase length) - 0.88, R2 = 0.15, F1,23 = 5.38*). 
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